Derivation of the model
To each simple loop of the type eluded to wt attach coordinates In the manner Indicated in Flaure 3. 
which points out that the motion of 0 is strictly gcverned by u., u-and u,.
In Figure 5 we study the change in the geometry or the system during a small time displacement At. To each point on the loop at tin» t with coordinates ♦ , p(t,4) there is a corresponding point with coordinates i, p(t+At,«) on the displaced loop. This correspondence produces the induced angles A4, y and n indicated in the diagram along with the magnitude of the loop displacement paraliad to Itself, Hf> , 
Game-theoretic applications
The originally stated goal underlying the derivation of (I5)-(I8) was a model for generating the boundary loop of the searched-and-clear set for search In which the field of vlslbilirv at any given time Is a line segment and the objects being sought have evasive speed bounded by a parameter B. We shall point out some other conflict situations to which the model applies as well. The control theory of this distributed system will be presented In another article. 
